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Abstract
In this paper, we examine two main approaches to the syntax and semantics of itclefts as in ‘It was Ohno who won’: an expletive approach where the cleft pronoun
is an expletive and the cleft clause bears a direct syntactic or semantic relation to the
clefted constituent, and a discontinuous constituent approach where the cleft
pronoun has a semantic content and the cleft clause bears a direct syntactic or
semantic relation to the cleft pronoun. We argue for an analysis using Tree
Adjoining Grammar (TAG) that captures the best of both approaches. We use TreeLocal Multi-Component Tree Adjoining Grammar to propose a syntax of it-clefts
and Synchronous Tree Adjoining Grammar (STAG) to define a compositional
semantics on the proposed syntax. It will be shown that the distinction TAG makes
between the derivation tree and the derived tree, the extended domain of locality
characterizing TAG and the direct syntax–semantics mapping characterizing STAG
allow for a simple and straightforward account of the syntax and semantics of
it-clefts, capturing the insights and arguments of both the expletive and the
discontinuous constituent approaches. Our analysis reduces the syntax and
semantics of it-clefts to copular sentences containing definite description subjects,
such as ‘The person that won is Ohno’. We show that this is a welcome result, as
evidenced by the syntactic and semantic similarities between it-clefts and the
corresponding copular sentences.

1 INTRODUCTION
The extant literature on the syntax of it-clefts, as in (1), can be classified
into two main approaches. First, the cleft pronoun it is an expletive, and
the cleft clause bears a direct syntactic or semantic relation to the
clefted constituent, such as one of predication (Jespersen 1937;
Chomsky 1977; Williams 1980; Delahunty 1982; Rochemont 1986;
Heggie 1988; Delin 1989; É. Kiss 1998). Second, the cleft clause bears
a direct syntactic or semantic relation to the cleft pronoun and is spelled
out after the clefted constituent through extraposition or by forming
a discontinuous constituent with the cleft pronoun (Jespersen 1927;
Akmajian 1970b; Emonds 1976; Gundel 1977; Wirth 1978; Hedberg
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1990, 2000; Percus 1997). Under this second approach, the cleft
pronoun is not necessarily expletive but rather has a semantic function
such as that of a definite article.
(1) It
was
OHNO
[who won].
cleft pronoun + copula + clefted constituent + cleft clause
In this paper, we argue for an analysis using Tree Adjoining Grammar
(TAG) that captures the best of both traditional analyses by making use of
the distinction in TAG between the derivation tree on which syntactic
dependencies between elementary objects and compositional semantics
are defined, and the derived tree on which aspects of surface
constituency are defined. An illustration of the derivation tree and
derived tree in TAG is given in section 3.1. In our analysis, as in the
expletive approach, at the level of surface syntax (the derived tree), the
clefted constituent and cleft clause form a syntactic constituent. As in
the discontinuous constituent approach, however, at the level of syntactic
dependencies (the derivation tree), the cleft pronoun and the cleft clause
form a syntactic unit, and a semantic unit as a definite description. This
aspect of our analysis reduces the syntax and semantics of it-clefts to
copular sentences containing definite description subjects. We show that
this reduction is supported by the fact that it-clefts and the corresponding
copular sentences pattern alike both syntactically and semantically. In
particular, we use Tree-Local Multi-Component Tree Adjoining
Grammar (MC-TAG) to propose a syntax of it-clefts and Synchronous
Tree Adjoining Grammar (STAG) to define a compositional semantics
on the proposed syntax. It will be shown that the distinction TAG makes
between the derivation tree and the derived tree, the extended domain of
locality characterizing TAG and the direct syntax–semantics mapping
characterizing STAG allow for a simple and straightforward account of
the syntax and semantics of it-clefts, capturing the insights and arguments
of both the expletive and the discontinuous constituent approaches.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present
arguments supporting the discontinuous constituent analysis as well as
some arguments supporting the expletive analysis. We also discuss
connectivity effects in it-clefts and parallel effects in copular sentences
instantiated by binding and agreement. In section 3, we introduce the
basics of TAG for doing natural language syntax and present our TAG
analysis of the syntax of it-clefts. In section 4, we introduce STAG and
show how compositional semantics is done using STAG, and present
our analysis of the semantics of it-clefts. In section 5, we show how our
TAG analysis can account for the connectivity effects in it-clefts
instantiated by binding and agreement.
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2 THE TENSION BETWEEN THE EXPLETIVE AND THE
DISCONTINUOUS CONSTITUENT ANALYSES
In this section, we review five main syntactic and semantic properties of
it-clefts: semantic content of the cleft pronoun, internal structure of the
cleft clause, presence of existential and exhaustive presuppositions,
presence of equative and predicational readings, and connectivity. For
each property, we discuss how the expletive analysis and the
discontinuous constituent analysis fare. The arguments presented in
this section are taken from the existing literature on it-clefts.
First, it has been shown in Hedberg (1990, 2000) that the cleft
pronoun can be replaced with this or that, as in (2), depending on the
discourse contextual interpretation of the cleft clause. The fact that the
choice of the cleft pronoun is subject to pragmatic constraints indicates
that the cleft pronoun is not an expletive element.
(2)

a. This is not Iowa we’re talking about. (Hedberg 2000, ex. 17)
b. That’s the French flag you see flying over there. (Hedberg
2000, ex. 20)

In (2), the proximal demonstrative pronoun is selected when the
content of the cleft clause indicates that the referent of the clefted
constituent is close to the speaker, and the distal demonstrative is
selected when the content of the cleft clause indicates that the referent
is far from the speaker. Reversing the cleft pronouns would lead to
infelicity. The discontinuous constituent analysis allows the cleft
pronoun to be treated as having the semantic content of a determiner.
Thus, we can view the cleft pronoun and cleft clause in (2) as working
together to function as a demonstrative description as in (3).
(3)

a. This [place] we’re talking about is not Iowa.
b. That [thing] you see flying over there is the French flag.

Second, the cleft clause has the internal structure of a restrictive
relative clause. This is supported by the fact that the initial element in
the cleft clause may be realized either as a wh-word (1) or as that (4a), or
it may be absent altogether when the gap is not in the subject position
(2,4b). It may even be in the form of a genitive wh-word as in (4c).
(4)

a. It was Ohno that won.
b. It was Ohno Ahn beat.
c. It was Ohno whose Dad cheered.

The cleft clause, however, does not relate to the clefted constituent in
the way that a restrictive relative clause relates to its head noun, as first
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noted in Jespersen (1927). This is because the clefted constituent can be
a proper noun, unlike a head noun modified by a restrictive relative
clause, as illustrated in (5). Many expletive analyses (e.g. Delahunty
1982; Rochemont 1986; Heggie 1988) thus do not consider the cleft
clause to have the internal structure of a restrictive relative clause. The
discontinuous constituent analysis, on the other hand, allows the cleft
clause to be treated as such, as argued for in Hedberg (1990), because it
assumes that the relative clause forms a constituent with the cleft pronoun.
(5) *Ohno that won is an American.
Even so, as pointed out first in Delahunty (1982), there is some
syntactic evidence that the clefted constituent and the cleft clause do
form a surface syntactic constituent. The examples in (6), from
Hedberg (2000), show that the two together can be deleted as a unit, as
in (6a), and coordinated as a unit, as in (6b).
(6) a. I said it should have been [Bill who negotiated the new
contract], and it should have been.
b. It must have been [Fred that kissed Mary] but [Bill that left
with her].
It will be shown in section 3.2 that our analysis resolves this tension
between the discontinuous constituent analysis and the expletive
analysis by making use of TAG’s distinction between the derivation
tree, on which compositional semantics and syntactic dependencies
between elementary objects are defined, and the derived tree, on which
surface syntactic relations are defined. On our analysis, the clefted
constituent and the cleft clause form a constituent in the derived tree,
and the cleft pronoun and the cleft clause form a syntactic unit in the
derivation tree.
Third, it-clefts pattern with copular sentences containing definite
description subjects syntactically and semantically. Semantically, it-clefts
have existential and exhaustive presuppositions, just as definite
descriptions do, as pointed out in Percus (1997) and Hedberg (2000).
The inference in (7c) associated with (7a) survives in the negative
counterpart in (7b). This is exactly the way the presupposition
associated with the definite description the king of France behaves:
the presupposition spelled out in (8c) survives in both the affirmative
(8a) and the negative counterpart in (8b).
(7) a. It was Ohno who won.
b. It was not Ohno who won.
c. Someone won, and only one person won.
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(8)

a. The king of France is bald.
b. The king of France is not bald.
c. There is one and only one king of France.

Both Percus and Hedberg argue that this parallelism between definite
descriptions and it-clefts can be accounted for if the cleft pronoun and
the cleft clause form a semantic unit, with it playing the role of the
definite article and the cleft clause the descriptive component. What
this translates to syntactically is that the cleft clause is a restrictive
relative clause which is situated at the end of the sentence, forming
a discontinuous constituent with the cleft pronoun. On this view, the
syntax and semantics of it-clefts reduce to that of copular sentences
with definite description subjects.
Fourth, it has been observed that it-clefts can have equative and
predicational interpretations (Ball 1977; DeClerck 1988; Hedberg
1990, 2000), both of which are readings attested in simple copular
sentences, as shown in (9):
(9)

a. The teacher is Sue Johnson.
b. The teacher is a woman.

This observation follows under the discontinuous constituent analysis,
as it-clefts there reduce to ordinary copular sentences, unlike some
expletive analyses where the copula is treated as a focus marker (É. Kiss
1998). For instance, (7a) (repeated as (10a)) can be paraphrased as (10b),
and corresponds to a typical equative sentence. And (11a) can be
paraphrased as (11b), and corresponds to a typical predicational
sentence. According to the analysis we will present in section 4, (10a)
will be assigned the semantic representation in (10c) and (11a) will be
assigned the semantic representation in (11c).
(10) a. It was Ohno who won.
b. The one who won was Ohno.
c. THEz [won(z)] [z ¼ Ohno]

(11) a. It was a kid who beat John.
b. The one who beat John was a kid.
c. THEz [beat(z, John)] [kid(z)]
Fifth, Percus (1997) points out that it-clefts pattern with copular
sentences containing definite description subjects with regard to
SELF-anaphor binding and negative polarity item (NPI) licensing. In the
absence of c-command, a SELF-anaphor in the clefted constituent
position can be bound by an antecedent inside the cleft clause, as shown
in (12a). Also a pronoun in the clefted constituent position cannot be
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bound by an antecedent inside the cleft clause, as shown in (13a).
Copular sentences with definite description subjects exhibit the same
pattern, as in (12b) and (13b). An NPI can occur in the clefted
constituent position, licensed by a matrix negative element, as shown in
(14a), but it is not licensed by a negation in the cleft clause, as in (15a).
This pattern of NPI licensing is attested in copular sentences, as shown
in (14b) and (15b).
(12) a. It was himselfi who Johni nominated.
b. The one that Johni nominated was himselfi.
(13) a. *It was himi who Johni nominated.
b. *The one that Johni nominated was himi.
(14) a.
b.

It isn’t anyone I know that John saw.
The one that John saw isn’t anyone I know.

(15) a. *It is anyone I know that John didn’t see.
b. *The one that John didn’t see is anyone I know.
Since it-clefts and copular sentences with definite description subjects
exhibit the same pattern of binding and NPI licensing, a uniform
explanation for the two cases can be sought if the cleft pronoun and the
cleft clause together form a definite description.1
The NPI facts are not difficult to explain, as the NPI in (14) is ccommanded by the negative element, and the NPI in (15) is not ccommanded by the negative element. However, the SELF-anaphor in
(12) and the pronoun in (13) are at first sight mysterious under the
discontinuous constituent analysis. This is an example of connectivity,
whereby the clefted constituent appears to behave as it would if it were
generated inside the cleft clause, thus lending support for the expletive
analysis. In section 5, we present a solution to this problem by
incorporating Binding Conditions of Reinhart & Reuland (1993) to
our TAG analysis, and also arguing that the SELF-anaphor in (12) is
a discourse anaphor of focus.
Agreement facts constitute another example of connectivity, in that
when the cleft clause has a subject gap, the verb in the cleft clause
agrees in number and person with the clefted constituent. Note also
1
Percus shows that wh-clefts differ from both it-clefts and copular sentences with definite
description subjects in that only in the former can post-copular NPIs be licensed by embedded
negation. See the examples in (15) and (i). The grammaticality of (i), as opposed to the
ungrammaticality of (15), shows that it-clefts should not be treated as deriving from wh-clefts, as was
argued, for example, in Akmajian (1970b).

(i) What John didn’t see was anything I might recognize.
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that in equative clefts the copula agrees with the singular cleft pronoun
and not with a plural clefted constituent. These facts are shown in (16).
(16) a. It is John and Mary that like Pete.
b. *It is John and Mary that likes Pete.
c. *It are John and Mary that like Pete.
The agreement connectivity between the clefted constituent and the
cleft clause favours expletive analyses that analyse the clefted constituent
as adjoined to or extracted from the cleft clause.
Interestingly, as first pointed out in Ball (1977), in predicational
clefts, a plural clefted constituent triggers a plural cleft pronoun and the
copula agrees with this plural cleft pronoun, while the verb in the cleft
clause again agrees with the clefted constituent, as shown in (17).
(17) a. They’re just fanatics who are holding him.
b. These are students who are rioting.
c. Those are kids who beat John.
This difference in cleft pronoun choice between equative and
predicational clefts with plural clefted constituents shows that the
distinction is a real one and emphasizes the parallelism between it-clefts
and ordinary copular sentences, which also exhibit the distinction, as
shown above in (9).2 It would be difficult for an expletive analysis that
assumes that the copula as well as the cleft pronoun is semantically inert,
to account for the distinction between the predicational and equative itclefts. In section 5, we use agreement features and feature unification in
TAG to account for the connectivity in agreement and the difference in
agreement behaviour between equative and predicational it-clefts, again
showing that our TAG analysis can capture the best of both the
discontinuous constituent analysis and the expletive analysis.
3 SYNTAX OF IT-CLEFTS

3.1 Introduction to TAG syntax
TAG is a tree-rewriting system, first formally defined in Joshi et al.
(1975). In TAG for natural language, the elementary objects are
2
An anonymous reviewer suggests that the indefinite plural clefted constituent examples in (17)
could also be produced with a singular pronoun and copula. While we agree that this might be
possible, we have the strong intuition that such examples are equative in nature. Thus, in (i), it is no
longer the case that the property of being fanatics is being predicated of a set of people independently
identified as those who are holding him. Instead, the question of who is holding him is being
answered by identifying these people as a group of fanatics.

(i) It’s just fanatics who are holding him.
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lexicalized trees called elementary trees that represent extended
projections of a lexical anchor. These trees are minimal in that all
and only the syntactic/semantic arguments of the lexical anchor are
encapsulated and all recursion is factored away. The elementary trees in
TAG are therefore said to possess an extended domain of locality.
Frank (2002) formulates the extended projection property of
elementary trees as a Condition on Elementary Tree Minimality
(CETM) and states that ‘the syntactic heads in an elementary tree and
their projections must form an extended projection of a single lexical
head’ (p. 54). Following Grimshaw (1991), Frank takes extended
projections of a lexical head to include the projections of all functional
heads that embed it. This means that an elementary tree anchoring
a verb can project to verb phrase (VP) but also to tense phrase (TP) and
complementizer phrase (CP), and an elementary tree anchoring a noun
can project to noun phrase (NP) but also to determiner phrase (DP)
and prepositional phrase. Further, the fundamental thesis in TAG for
natural language is that ‘every syntactic dependency is expressed locally
within a single elementary tree’ (Frank 2002: 22). This allows for
a syntactic dependency created by movement to occur within an
elementary tree, but not across elementary trees.
The trees in Figure 1 are all examples of well-formed elementary trees.
(asaw) is an elementary tree because it is an extended projection of the
lexical predicate saw and has argument slots for the subject and the object
marked by the downward arrow (Y). Moreover, the movement of the
subject DP from [Spec,VP] to [Spec,TP], following the VP-internal
subject hypothesis (Koopman & Sportiche 1991), is an operation internal
to the elementary tree, and therefore represents a syntactic dependency
localized to the elementary tree. (aJohn) and (aa_movie) are valid
elementary trees because these DP trees each contain a single lexical head,
John for (aJohn) and movie for (aa_movie), that can form an extended
projection with a DP, in line with the DP hypothesis (Abney 1987).3
3
In principle, trees such as (aa_movie) could be broken down into trees for determiners and trees
for NPs, as in (i). Under this approach, an NP tree anchoring a noun would substitute into a DP tree
anchoring a determiner. But strictly speaking, this violates Frank’s (2002) formulation of CETM, as
the DP tree in (i) is a projection of a functional head (D), not a lexical head.

(i)
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Elementary trees are of two types: initial trees and auxiliary trees. A
derivation in TAG starts with initial trees such as trees for simple clauses
and nominal phrases. The elementary trees in Figure 1 are examples of
initial trees. Auxiliary trees are used to introduce recursive structures,
for example, adjuncts or other recursive portions of the grammar.
Auxiliary trees have a special non-terminal node called the foot node
(marked with an asterisk) among the leaf nodes, which has the same
label as the root node of the tree. The auxiliary trees in Figure 2 are
well-formed elementary trees, as CETM requires only that syntactic
heads and their projections form an extended projection, rendering the
presence of the VP root node in (breluctantly) and the NP root node in
(bscary) consistent with CETM. Further, following Frank (2002), we
can count VP* in (breluctantly) and NP* in (bscary) as arguments of
the lexical anchor, as the process of theta-identification (Higginbotham
1985) obtains between them and the lexical anchor.4

Figure 1 Initial trees in TAG.

Figure 2

Auxiliary trees in TAG.

4
By convention, names of initial trees are prefixed with a, and names of auxiliary trees are
prefixed with b.
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These elementary trees are combined through two derivational
operations: substitution and adjoining. In the substitution operation,
the root node on an initial tree is merged into a matching non-terminal
leaf node marked for substitution (Y) in another tree. This is illustrated
in Figure 3. In an adjoining operation, an auxiliary tree is grafted onto
a non-terminal node in another elementary tree that matches the root
and foot nodes of the auxiliary tree. For example, Figure 4 illustrates
(breluctantly) adjoining to the VP node in (asaw), and (bscary)
adjoining to the NP node in (aa_movie) which in turn substitutes into
(asaw).
TAG derivation produces two structures: a derived tree and
a derivation tree. The derived tree is the conventional phrase structure

Figure 3

Figure 4

Substitution in TAG.

Adjoining in TAG.
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tree and represents surface constituency. For instance, combining the
elementary trees in Figures 1 and 2 through substitution and adjoining
as in Figures 3 and 4 generates the derived tree in Figure 5 (left). The
derivation tree represents the history of composition of the elementary
trees and the dependencies between the elementary trees. In
a derivation tree, each node is an elementary tree, and the children
of a node N represent the trees which are adjoined or substituted into
the elementary tree represented by N. The link connecting a pair of
nodes is annotated with the location in the parent elementary tree
where adjoining or substitution has taken place.5 An example of
a derivation tree is given in Figure 5 (right). Figure 5 (right) records the
history of composition of the elementary trees to produce the derived
tree in Figure 5 (left): (bscary) adjoins to (aa_movie) at NP, (aJohn) and
(aa_movie) substitute into (asaw) at DPi and DP, respectively, and
(breluctantly) adjoins to (asaw) at VP.
As first shown by Joshi (1985) and Kroch & Joshi (1985), and
explored further in Frank (2002), the properties of TAG permit us to
provide computationally feasible accounts for various phenomena in

Figure 5

Derived tree and derivation tree in TAG.

5
The location in the parent elementary tree is usually denoted by the Gorn tree address. Here, we
use node labels such as DPs or VPs for the sake of simplicity.
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natural language syntax. For example, TAG’s extended domain of
locality and its factoring of recursion from elementary trees lead,
among other things, to a localization of unbounded dependencies.
TAG is a mildly context-sensitive grammar Joshi et al. (1991), formally
sitting between context-free and context-sensitive grammar, and is able
to generate unbounded cross-serial dependencies such as those that
occur between the arguments and verbs in Dutch and Swiss German in
a natural way. In section 3.2, we show that TAG’s extended domain of
locality allows us to provide an elegant syntactic account of the
discontinuous constituency of the cleft pronoun and the cleft clause
without adopting a movement-based account of the extraposition of
the cleft clause. At the same time, TAG’s distinction between the
derivation and derived trees allows us to account for the surface
syntactic constituency of the clefted constituent and the cleft clause.

3.2 Our TAG analysis of the syntax of it-clefts
Inspired by work of Kroch & Joshi (1987) and Abeillé (1994) on
discontinuous constituents resulting from extraposition, we propose an
analysis for the syntax of it-clefts using tree-local MC-TAG, an
extension of TAG. In tree-local MC-TAG, the basic objects of
derivation are not only individual elementary trees but also (possibly
a singleton) set of such trees, called a multi-component set. All the trees
in a multi-component set are restricted to adjoin or substitute
simultaneously into a single elementary tree, at each step in a derivation.
With this restriction, MC-TAG is shown to be identical to basic TAG
in terms of strings and structural descriptions it generates: that is, MCTAG has the same weak and strong generative capacity as the basic
TAG (Weir 1988). In addition to extraposition, MC-TAG has been
used in the analyses of West Germanic verb raising (Kroch & Santorini
1991), Romance clitic climbing (Bleam 2000) and extraction of an
object wh-phrase from a wh-island (Kroch 1989; Frank 2002). The
trees in a multi-component set can be thought of as a single elementary
tree decomposed into two or more trees. As these trees substitute or
adjoin into different positions in another elementary tree, the effect of
discontinuous constituency can be produced. Further, the locality of
the syntactic dependencies that exist between these trees is maintained,
as they are restricted to compose simultaneously with a single
elementary tree, contributing to the restricted generative capacity of
MC-TAG.
We propose that the elementary trees for the cleft pronoun and the
cleft clause in the derivation of it-clefts such as (10a) (repeated below as
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(18)) and (11a) (repeated below as (19)) form a multi-component set, as
in f(ait), (bwho_won)g and f(ait), (bwho_beat)g in Figure 6.
(18) It was Ohno who won.
(19) It was a kid who beat John.

We capture the intuition that the cleft pronoun and the cleft clause
form a syntactic unit by placing the elementary trees for them in
a single multi-component set. And as these are two separate trees, they
are able to substitute and adjoin onto two different places in a single
elementary tree, producing the effect of discontinuity. The first
component of each set introduces a determiner and the second
component of each set introduces a relative clause anchoring the lexical
predicate.6 The multi-component set can be thought as a DP tree
decomposed into two parts: a functional projection of a determiner and
a lexical domain on which the determiner operates. That is, the two
parts are comparable to a projection of D and a projection of N in
a simple DP tree such as (aa_movie) in Figure 1: like a in (aa_movie), it
in (ait) is a determiner that heads a DP, and like the NP (movie) in
(aa_movie), (bwho_won) and (bwho_beat) include the lexical domains
on which the determiner operates. Moreover, just like simple DP trees
like (aa_movie), the two components in the sets f(ait), (bwho_won)g
and f(ait), (bwho_beat)g together comply to CETM: each set has
a single lexical head, the verb and all other syntactic heads and their

Figure 6 Multi-component sets of cleft pronoun and cleft clause.
6
Strictly speaking, the elementary trees representing the cleft clause in the two multi-component
sets in Figure 6 should have a substitution site in [Spec,CP] to be substituted in by a separate DP
elementary tree anchoring a relative pronoun. Here, to simplify the derivation, we have already
substituted in the relative pronoun DP tree.
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projections, TP, CP and DP form extended projections of the verb.
The presence of FP does not violate CETM, as CETM requires only
that syntactic heads and their projections in an elementary tree form an
extended projection of the anchor.
For the derivation of equative it-clefts as in (18), we adopt the
equative copular tree in (awas) in Figure 7, a tree similar to the one
proposed in Frank (2002) for copular sentences. In this tree, FP is a small
clause of the copula from which the two DPs being equated originate.
(18) is derived by substituting (ait) into DP0 in (awas), adjoining
(bwho_won) into FP in (awas) and substituting (aOhno) into DP1 in
(awas), as illustrated in Figure 8. The syntactic derivation tree and the

Figure 7 Equative copula elementary tree.

Figure 8 Elementary trees for ‘It was Ohno who won’.
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derived tree for (18) are given in (d18) and (c18), respectively, in
Figure 9.7 In (d18), the elementary trees for the cleft pronoun and the
cleft clause form a unit, represented as a single node, and in (c18), the
clefted constituent and the cleft clause form a constituent.
Postulating separate projections for the copula (CopP) and the small
clause (FP) in (awas) can account for the fact that the clefted
constituent and the cleft clause form a constituent, as illustrated in
(6a,b) (repeated below as (20a,b)), and yet they can be separated by an
adverbial phrase, as in (20c). In our analysis, (20a,b) are possible because
the bracketed parts are the higher layers of the FPs in the derived tree.
(20c) is possible because an adverbial phrase can adjoin onto FP or F# in
the equative copula tree, in which case, the clefted constituent and the
cleft clause would be separated by the adverbial phrase in the derived
tree.8
(20) a. I said it should have been [Bill who negotiated the new
contract], and it should have been.
b. It must have been [Fred that kissed Mary] but [Bill that left
with her].
c. It was Kim, in my opinion, who won the race.

Figure 9 Derivation and derived trees for ‘It was Ohno who won’.
7
By convention, names of derivation trees are prefixed with d, and names of derived trees are
prefixed with c.
8
See Han & Hedberg (2006) for a TAG analysis of coordination in it-clefts, as exemplified in
(20b).
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For the derivation of predicational it-clefts as in (19), we
adopt a predicational copula tree (awas_kid) in Figure 10. The
predicational copula tree in (awas_kid) is similar to the equative copula
tree in (awas) in that in both trees, the copula combines with a small
clause FP. But the two trees have different anchors and different
number of argument substitution sites. In (awas_kid), the noun (kid) is
the predicate requiring a single argument, and thus the noun (kid) is the
lexical anchor of the tree and the subject DP is an argument
substitution site. But in (awas), both the subject and the non-subject
DPs are argument substitution sites as they are arguments of an equative
predicate.
As illustrated in Figure 11, (19) is derived by substituting (ait) into
DP0 and adjoining (bwho_beat) onto FP in (awas_kid), and
substituting (aJohn) into DP in (awho_beat). The syntactic derivation
tree and the derived tree for (19) are given in (d19) and (c19),
respectively, in Figure 12. Just as in the derivation tree and the derived
tree for the equative it-cleft in Figure 12, in (d19), the elementary trees
for the cleft pronoun and the cleft clause form a unit, represented as
a single node, and in (c19), the clefted constituent and the cleft clause
form a constituent.

Figure 10

Predicational copula tree.
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Figure 11 Elementary trees for ‘It was a kid who beat John’.

Figure 12

Syntactic derivation and derived trees for ‘It was a kid who beat John’.

4 SEMANTICS OF IT-CLEFTS
In TAG, the derivation tree, not the derived tree, serves as the input to
compositional semantics (Joshi & Vijay-Shanker 1999; Kallmeyer & Joshi
2003). While phrase structure-based compositional semantics computes
the meaning of a sentence as a function of the meaning of each node in
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the syntactic tree, TAG-based compositional semantics computes the
meaning of a sentence as a function of the meaning of elementary trees
put together to derive the sentence structure. Each syntactic elementary
tree is associated with a semantic representation, and following the history
of how the elementary trees are put together to derive the sentence
structure, the corresponding semantic representation is computed by
combining the semantic representations of the elementary trees.
There are two main approaches to doing compositional semantics
on the derivation tree: (i) flat semantics (Joshi & Vijay-Shanker 1999;
Kallmeyer & Joshi 2003; Romero & Kallmeyer 2005; Kallmeyer &
Romero 2008); and (ii) STAG (Shieber & Schabes 1990; Abeillé 1994;
Shieber 1994). Under the flat semantics approach, in the style of
Minimal recursion semantics (Copestake et al. 2005), the main
operation for semantic composition is the conjunction of the semantic
representations associated with each elementary tree along with the
unification of variables contributed by these semantic representations.
In Romero & Kallmeyer (2005) and Kallmeyer & Romero (2008),
derivation trees are augmented with feature structures to enforce
variable unification. The theory of semantic representations developed
by Kallmeyer and Romero has been used in a series of empirical work:
pied-piping of wh-phrases (Kallmeyer & Scheffler 2004), focus (BabkoMalaya 2004), questions (Romero et al. 2004), VP coordination (Banik
2004), among others.
In this paper, however, we use STAG, a pairing of a TAG for the
syntax and a TAG for the semantics, to propose a compositional
semantic analysis for it-clefts. In STAG-based compositional semantics,
the semantic representations are structured trees with nodes on which
substitution and adjoining of other semantic representations can take
place. Compositionality obtains with the requirement that the
derivation tree in syntax and the corresponding derivation tree in
semantics be isomorphic, as specified in Shieber (1994). This
isomorphism requirement guarantees that the derivation tree in syntax
determines the meaning components needed for semantic composition, and the way these meaning components are combined. Since the
semantic representations are structured trees, the semantic objects and
the composition of these objects parallel those already utilized in
syntax, and so computing semantics only requires the operations of
substitution and adjoining used to build the syntactic structures. These
properties of STAG allow us to define a simple and elegant syntax–
semantics mapping, as has been shown to be the case by Nesson &
Shieber (2006), who provide a STAG analysis for various linguistic
phenomena, including quantifier scope, long distance wh-movement,
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subject-to-subject raising and nested quantifiers and inverse linking,
and Han (2007), who provide a STAG analysis for relative clauses and
pied-piping. In section 4.1, we introduce the basics of STAG and
STAG-based compositional semantics and in section 4.2, we present
our proposed analysis for the semantic composition of it-clefts.

4.1 Introduction to STAG and compositional semantics
We illustrate the framework of STAG and STAG-based compositional
semantics and clarify our assumptions, using (21), a simple sentence that
contains an existential quantifier and an attributive adjective. A similar
example was used in section 3 to illustrate the syntactic derivation in TAG.
(21) John saw a scary movie.
We use STAG as defined in Shieber (1994). In STAG, each syntactic
elementary tree is paired with one or more semantic trees that represent
its meaning with links between matching nodes. A synchronous
derivation proceeds by mapping a derivation tree from the syntax side
to an isomorphic derivation tree on the semantics side, and is
synchronized by the links specified in the elementary tree pairs. In the
tree pairs given in Figure 13, the trees on the left side are syntactic
elementary trees and the ones on the right side are semantic trees. In the
semantic trees, F stands for formulas, R for predicates and T for terms.
We assume that these nodes are typed (e.g. the F node in (a#saw) has type
t and the lowest R node in (a#saw) has type <e, <e, t"), and we
represent predicates as unreduced k-expressions, following the notation
in Han (2007). Making use of unreduced k-expressions in semantic trees
allows the reduction of semantic derived trees to logical forms through
the application of k-conversion and other operations defined on kexpressions. The linked nodes are shown with boxed numbers. For the
sake of simplicity, in the elementary tree pairs, we only include links that
are relevant for the derivation of given examples.9
Figure 13 contains elementary trees required to generate the
syntactic structure and the logical form of (21). The proper name tree
in (aJohn) is paired with a tree representing a term on the semantics
side, and the attributive adjective tree in (bscary) is paired with an
auxiliary tree on the semantics side that represents a one-place predicate
to be adjoined to another one-place predicate. For quantified DPs, we
follow Shieber & Schabes (1990) and Nesson & Shieber (2006), and use
tree-local MC-TAG on the semantics side. Thus, the DP in (aa_movie)
9
By convention, names of semantic elementary trees are prefixed with a# or b#, names of semantic
derivation trees are prefixed with d# and names of semantic derived trees are prefixed with c#.
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Figure 13

Syntactic and semantic elementary trees for ‘John saw a scary movie’.

is paired with a multi-component set f(a#a_movie), (b#a_movie)g on
the semantics side: (a#a_movie) provides an argument variable and
(b#a_movie) provides an existential quantifier with the restriction and
scope. The transitive tree in (asaw) is paired with a semantic tree
representing a formula that consists of a two-place predicate and two
term nodes. The links, notated with boxed numbers, guarantee that
whatever substitutes into DPi, its corresponding semantic tree will
substitute into the term node marked with 1 , and whatever substitutes
into DP is paired up with a multi-component set on the semantics side
where one of the components will substitute into the term node
marked with 2 and the other will adjoin to the F node marked with 2 .
The syntactic and semantic derivation trees are given in Figure 14, and
the derived trees are given in Figure 15. Technically, there is only one
derivation tree because the syntactic and semantic derivations are
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Figure 14 Syntactic and semantic derivation trees for ‘John saw a scary movie’.

Figure 15 Syntactic and semantic derived trees for ‘John saw a scary movie’.

isomorphic. In this paper, we provide two derivation trees (one for
syntax and the other for semantics) throughout to make the tree-local
derivation explicit.10
The semantic derived trees can be reduced by applying kconversion, as the nodes dominate typed k-expressions and terms.
When reducing the semantic derived trees, in addition to k-conversion,
we propose to use Predicate Modification, as defined in Heim &
Kratzer (1998) in (22).
(22) Predicate Modification
If a has the form
, and ½½b$$s and ½½c$$s are both in D<e, t>,
then ½½a$$s ¼ kxe½½b$$s(x) ^ ½½c$$s(x).
10

In semantic derivation trees, we do not annotate the connections between a mother and
a daughter node with the location of adjoining or substitution that has taken place in the mother
elementary tree, as this is determined by the links between syntactic and semantic elementary trees.
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The application of Predicate Modification and k-conversion reduces
(c#21) to the formula in (23).
(23) dy[scary(y) ^ movie(y)] [saw(John, y)]

4.2 Our TAG analysis of the semantics of it-clefts
The elementary tree pairs required for the syntax–semantics mapping of
the equative it-cleft in (18) are given in Figure 16. (a#it) and
(b#who_won) in the multi-component set in Figure 16 together define
the semantics of definite quantification, where the former contributes the
argument variable and the latter the definite quantifier, the restriction and
scope, and (a#was) represents the semantics of equative sentences.11 The
derivation tree for the semantics of (18) is given in (d#18) in Figure 17

Figure 16 Syntactic and semantic elementary trees for ‘It was Ohno who won’.
11
In (b#who_won), the R node represents the semantics of the relative clause who won. This is
a product of composing the semantics of the relative pronoun who and the semantics of the rest of the
relative clause. Here, to simplify the derivation and to streamline the discussion, we skipped a step in
the derivation with separate semantic trees for the relative pronoun and the rest of the relative clause.
For a detailed analysis of the compositional semantics of relative clauses using STAG, see Han (2007).
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Figure 17

Figure 18

Syntactic and semantic derivation trees for ‘It was Ohno who won’.

Syntactic and semantic derived trees for ‘It was Ohno who won’.

and the semantic derived tree is given in (c#18) in Figure 18. Note that
the semantic derivation tree in (d#18) is isomorphic to the syntactic one
in (d18). The semantic derived tree in (c#18) can be reduced to the
formula in (24) after the application of k-conversion.
(24) THEz [won(z)] [z ¼ Ohno]
The elementary tree pairs required for the syntax–semantics
mapping of the predicational it-cleft in (19) are given in Figure 19.
The difference between the semantics of equative sentences and
predicational sentences is represented by the two different semantic
trees, (a#was) in Figure 16 and (a#was_kid) in Figure 19. While (a#was)
in Figure 16 represents the semantics of equative sentences and has two
term nodes with a two-place equative predicate anchoring the tree,
(a#was_kid) in Figure 19 represents the semantics of predicational
sentences and has one term node with a one-place predicate, kx.kid(x),
anchoring the tree. The syntactic and semantic derivation trees for (19),
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Figure 19 Syntactic and semantic elementary trees for ‘It was a kid who beat John’.

which are isomorphic, are given in <(d19), (d#19)> in Figure 20,
and the corresponding derived trees are given in <(c19), (c#19)> in
Figure 21. The semantic derived tree in (c#19) can be reduced to the
formula in (25) after the application of k-conversion.
(25) THEz [beat(z, John)] [kid(z)]

5 CONNECTIVITY

5.1 Agreement
In equative it-clefts, the cleft pronoun is always singular and agrees with
the copula, but the clefted constituent can be either singular or plural.
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Figure 20

Figure 21

Syntactic and semantic derivation trees for ‘It was a kid who beat John’.

Syntactic and semantic derived trees for ‘It was a kid who beat John’.

Further, when the cleft clause is a subject relative clause, the clefted
constituent agrees with the verb in the cleft clause in person and
number. This is illustrated in (16), repeated here as (26). This apparent
agreement between the clefted constituent and the verb in the clefts
clause, even though they are not in the same clause in our analysis, gives
rise to a connectivity effect.
(26) a. It is John and Mary who like Pete.
b. *It is John and Mary who likes Pete.
c. *It are John and Mary who like Pete.
We point out that agreement across clauses is not unique to it-clefts.
In (27), the subject of the main clause John and Mary agrees with the
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copula of the non-restrictive relative clause. So, there is independent
motivation for a mechanism in the grammar that allows agreement
across clauses in appropriate syntactic contexts.
(27) John and Mary, who are students, came to see me.
The agreement phenomena in it-clefts can be easily accommodated
by our TAG analysis, with the addition of feature unification (VijayShanker & Joshi 1988). We will postulate an agreement feature attribute,
Agr, that can have feature values such as third person singular (3sg) or
third person plural (3pl) feature. This Agr feature can also be unspecified
in an elementary tree and obtain a value through feature unification as it
composes with another elementary tree. An unspecified Agr feature has
an arbitrary index as a temporary value, and Agr features with the same
indices must have the same value at the end of the derivation.
Figure 22 illustrates how our TAG analysis can capture the
agreement between the cleft pronoun it and the copula is, and the
clefted constituent John and Mary and the verb of the cleft clause like in
(26a).12 To simplify the discussion, we have already derived the DP
coordination tree for John and Mary and referred to it as (aand), and
substituted the DP tree anchoring Pete into (bwho_like). The
substitution of (ait) into DP0 in (ais) is licensed because DP in (ait)
has [Agr:3sg] feature which unifies with [Agr:3sg] in DP0 in (ais). And
the agreement between it and is is guaranteed as both DP0 and T in

Figure 22 Derivation of ‘It is John and Mary who like Pete’.
12

An anonymous reviewer asks why the agreement feature on T in (bwho_like) is not valued as
plural. We chose to leave it unspecified, as it is compatible with third person plural as well as second
and first person singular and plural.
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(ais) tree have the same agreement features, as indicated by the coindexation between the agreement feature on DP0 and the third person
singular feature in T. As (aand) tree substitutes into DP1 in (ais), the
[Agr: 4 ] feature on FP is valued as 3pl. As (bwho_like) tree adjoins
onto FP in (ais), DPl and T in (bwho_like) are valued as 3pl as well.
This will guarantee the agreement between John and Mary and like.
The derived tree with all the Agr features valued and unified is in
Figure 23.
In predicational it-clefts, the cleft pronoun can be plural, and it must
agree with the copula as well as the clefted constituent. Moreover, if the
cleft clause is a subject relative clause, then the clefted constituent must
agree with the verb of the cleft clause, even though they are not in the
same clause in our analysis, giving rise to a connectivity effect. This is
illustrated in (17), repeated here as (28).
(28) a. They’re just fanatics who are holding him.
b. Those are students who are rioting.
c. Those are kids who beat John.

Figure 23

Syntactic derived tree for ‘It is John and Mary who like Pete’.
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How our TAG analysis can capture the agreement phenomena in
predicational it-clefts is illustrated in Figure 24.13 To simplify the
discussion, we have already substituted the DP tree anchoring John into
(bwho_beat). In our TAG analysis, the lexical anchor of a predicational
copula elementary tree is the predicative noun, as in (aare_kids). In this
tree, the agreement between the cleft pronoun, the copula and the
predicative noun is guaranteed: DP0, T and DP all have the same
agreement features as they all have the same indices. Here, they all have
third person plural features as the DP containing the predicative noun is
specified with the third person plural feature. The substitution of
(athose) tree into DP0 in (aare_kids) is licensed because DP in (athose)
has [Agr:3pl] feature which unifies with the third person plural feature
in DP0 in (aare_kids). As (bwho_beat) tree adjoins onto FP in
(aare_kids), DPl and T in (bwho_beat) will obtain 3pl value as well.
This will guarantee the agreement between kids and beat. The derived
tree with all the Agr features valued and unified is given in Figure 25.14

5.2 Binding
In it-clefts, even though the clefted constituent is not c-commanded by
the subject of the cleft clause, a SELF-anaphor in the clefted constituent

Figure 24
13

Derivation of ‘Those are kids who beat John’.

We left the agreement feature on T in (bwho_beat) unspecified for the same reason we left it
unspecified in (bwho_beat): it is compatible with third person plural, and second and first person
singular and plural.
14
Why equative clefts require singular cleft pronouns when they contain a plural clefted
constituent does not follow from our theory and remains a puzzle. However, the fact that different
agreement patterns occur shows that there are clearly two types of it-cleft.
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Figure 25

Syntactic derived tree for ‘Those are kids who beat John’.

can be co-indexed with the subject in the cleft clause as in (12a),
repeated here as (29a), and a pronoun in the clefted constituent cannot
be co-indexed with the subject in the cleft clause as in (13a), repeated
here as (29b). In other words, the SELF-anaphor and the pronoun
behave as if they are inside the cleft clause as in (30a) and (30b), giving
rise to a connectivity effect.
(29) a. It was himselfi who Johni nominated.
b. *It was himi who Johni nominated.
(30) a. Johni nominated himselfi.
b. *Johni nominated himi.
We will use the Binding Conditions defined in Reinhart & Reuland
(1993) to account for this phenomenon. The formulation of Binding
Conditions by Reinhart and Reuland and the definitions needed to
understand it are given in (31) and (32). Condition A constrains the
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distribution of SELF-anaphors and Condition B constrains the
distribution of pronouns.
(31) Binding Conditions (Reinhart & Reuland 1993)
a. A: If a syntactic predicate is reflexive-marked, it is reflexive.
b. B: If a semantic predicate is reflexive, it is reflexive-marked.
(32) Definitions (Reinhart & Reuland 1993)
a. The syntactic predicate formed of a head P is P, all its syntactic
arguments (the projections assigned theta-roles/case by P), and
an external argument of P.
b. The semantic predicate of P is P and all its arguments at the
relevant semantic level.
c. P is reflexive iff two of its arguments are co-indexed.
d. P is reflexive-marked iff either P is lexically reflexive or one of
P’s arguments is a SELF-anaphor.
According to Reinhart and Reuland, Condition A successfully
applies to (30a) because the syntactic predicate ‘John nominated
himself ’ is reflexive-marked, as one of the arguments, himself, is a SELFanaphor, and it is also reflexive, as two of its arguments, John and
himself, are co-indexed. However, (30b) is ruled out by Condition B.
In (30b), the semantic predicate nominated(John, John) is reflexive, as
two of its arguments are co-indexed, but it is not reflexive-marked, as
nominated is not lexically reflexive and none of nominated’s arguments is
a SELF-anaphor.
We first apply Condition B of Reinhart and Reuland to rule out
(29b), repeated below as (33a). According to our TAG analysis, (33a)
would map onto an equative semantic representation as in (33b). Since
the clefted constituent him is co-indexed with John, they corefer, and so
the variable from the cleft pronoun, z, would be equated with John. We
will represent this as z ¼ himJohn, just to be explicit about the fact that
the form of the clefted constituent here is him. This in turn means that
the semantic predicate nominated(John, z) is reflexive. But it is not
reflexive-marked, as nominated is not lexically reflexive and none of its
arguments is a SELF-anaphor.
(33) a. *It was himi who Johni nominated.
b. *THEz [nominated(John, z)] [z¼himJohn]
We now turn to (29a). According to our TAG analysis, (29a) is also
an equative sentence. We thus have a syntactic predicate whose head is
the equative copula and with two syntactic arguments, it and himself.
But then Condition A should rule out this sentence because even
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though the syntactic predicate is reflexive-marked, it is not reflexive, as
it and himself are not co-indexed.
Reinhart and Reuland point out that focus anaphors can occur in
an argument position without a binder, appearing to be exempt from
Condition A. Such anaphors are also known as discourse anaphors of
focus or emphatic anaphors (Kuno 1987; Zribi-Hertz 1989). Some
examples are given in (34).
(34) a. This letter was addressed only to myself. (Reinhart & Reuland
1993, ex. 27a)
b. ‘Bismarck’s impulsiveness has, as so often, rebounded against
himself ’.
(Reinhart & Reuland 1993, ex. 27c, originally quoted in
Zribi-Hertz 1989)
We note that the clefted constituent is a focused position (Akmajian
1970a; Prince 1978). This means that a SELF-anaphor in a clefted
constituent position is always focused, and so it can be exempt from
Condition A. A further support for this view comes from examples as
in (35). These examples are acceptable even though myself and yourself
do not have possible binders in the sentences in which they occur.
(35) a. It was myself who John nominated.
b. It was yourself who John nominated.
A question remains though as to why the clefted constituent cannot
be occupied by just any SELF-anaphor. For instance, (36) is degraded
where herself in the clefted constituent position does not have a binder.
(36) *It was herself who John nominated.
This implies that even though a focus anaphor in the clefted constituent
position is not subject to Condition A, its distribution is constrained by
discourse factors. The exact nature of the discourse constraints on the
distribution of focus anaphors in it-clefts remains to be investigated.

6 CONCLUSION
We have proposed a syntax and semantics of it-clefts, using tree-local
MC-TAG and STAG. We accounted for the equative and predicational
interpretations available to it-clefts, the two readings available to simple
copula sentences as well, by postulating two types of copula sentences
in English, an equative one and a predicational one (Heycock & Kroch
1999). The two types of copula sentences are represented by two
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different pairs of syntactic and semantic elementary trees. Our analysis
thus contrasts with the inverse analysis of Williams (1983), Partee
(1986), Moro (1997) and Mikkelsen (2005), according to which
specificational clauses (our equatives) are inverted predicational clauses.
On some versions of this analysis, both orders derive from an
underlying embedded small clause, with either the subject or the
predicate raising to matrix subject position.
In our TAG analysis, the derivation of it-clefts starts either with an
equative copula elementary tree or with a predicational copula
elementary tree. The copula tree then composes with the elementary
tree for the cleft pronoun and the elementary tree for the cleft clause.
In our analysis, the cleft pronoun and the cleft clause bear a direct
syntactic relation because the elementary trees for the two parts belong
to a single multi-component set. They do not actually form a syntactic
constituent in the derived tree, but as the elementary trees for the two
belong to the same multi-component set, the intuition that they form
a syntactic unit is captured, represented in the derivation tree as a single
node. At the same time, the surface syntactic constituency is
represented in the derived tree where the clefted constituent and the
cleft clause form a constituent. Further, the semantics of the two trees
in the multi-component set is defined as a definite quantified phrase,
capturing the intuition that they form a semantic unit as a definite
description. We have also shown that our TAG analysis can account for
connectivity effects instantiated by binding and agreement: for binding,
we applied Binding Conditions of Reinhart & Reuland (1993) and
exploited the fact that the clefted constituent is a focused position, and
for agreement, we added feature unification to our TAG analysis.
The distinction in TAG between the derivation tree and the derived
tree enabled us to resolve the tension between the surface constituency
and the syntactic and semantic dependency in it-clefts: in the derived
tree, the cleft clause forms a constituent with the clefted constituent,
not with the cleft pronoun, capturing the insight from the expletive
approach, but in the derivation tree, the cleft clause and the cleft
pronoun form a syntactic/semantic unit, capturing the insight from the
discontinuous constituent approach. The extended domain of locality
of TAG and the ability to decompose an elementary tree to a set of trees
in MC-TAG enabled us to provide a straightforward syntactic account
of the discontinuous constituent property of the cleft pronoun and the
cleft clause without having to adopt movement to produce the effect of
extraposition of the cleft clause. Moreover, the derivation tree-based
compositional semantics and the direct syntax–semantics mapping
in STAG enabled us to provide a simple compositional semantics for
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it-clefts without using an ad hoc interpretive operation to associate the
meaning coming from the cleft pronoun and the meaning coming from
the cleft clause. It remains as future work to extend our analysis to itclefts that have non-DP clefted constituents, such as ‘It was to the
library that John went’ and ‘It was happily that John quit his job’.
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